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Last Monday, Mrs Wong went shopping in Wellcome Supermarket.  She 
wanted to buy something for the house.   
 
 
When Mrs Wong arrived at the supermarket, it was a complete chaos as it 
was holding a super sale, where one could try to stuff as much as they could 
into a standard-size plastic bag, and only pay a fixed price of seven bucks for 
all the contents!  Mrs Wong literally screamed!  She was exhilarated and 
started her plastic bag shopping spree.   
 

 
She ran and pushed through a whole big crowd to reach her 
‘destination’ – the veggies section.  She shoved twelve potatoes right 
in the bag, enough for her whole family for a week!  Still not 
satisfied, Mrs. Wong shoehorned two big heads of cabbages beside 
the potatoes.   
 
 
 
 “Alright!  Time for the meat!  Can’t  wait!”  Mrs Wong exclaimed as 

she galloped to the meat section.  Mrs Chan yelled as Mrs Wong tried to make her way, “Hey!  
Don’t push!”  Mrs Wong did not bat an eyelid and ignored her, both trying desperately to get 
the butcher to serve her first.  “Four lamb racks please!” Mrs Wong said forcefully.  “Umm, 
who should I serve first?” the baffled butcher asked the two buzzed-up ladies.   
 

 
After some altercation, Mrs Wong finally got what she wanted and quickly 
made her way to the cashier.  But then Mrs. Chan jumped the queue and Mrs. 
Wong was so offended that she hit Mrs Chan with her plastic bags.  Mrs Chan 
fought back with hers.  What was worse, both plastic bags burst and fell to the 
ground, the potatoes popped open and the cabbages scattered everywhere ; 

the meat was on the ground and the bloodied meat juice seeped, some even splattered onto 
other customers in the queue.  Some stared and some glared at them.  Soon, the manager 
came out and chided the ladies who looked anxious and uneasy.   
 
 
At the end of the day, both women not only did not get anything, but they also had 
to pay for all the mess they had caused.  Worst still, they embarrassed themselves 
right in front of the public.   


